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A b s t r a c t .  We investigate relations between halftoning and the binary 
image algebra which includes set and morphological operations. We show 
that halftoning has important commutative properties with respect to 
unions, intersections, Minkowski additions and subtractions. Based on 
this fact a novel approach to implementation of 3-dimensional optical im- 
age processing through manipulating 2-dimensional images is proposed. 

1 Introduction 

The halftoning technique, which converts a gray scale image into a binary image, 
is an important tool for image encoding and processing. 

First, it is aimed at rendering continuous tone images on devices such as laser 
printers where only two levels (usually black and white) can be represented at 
any point. In such devices, a continuous gray scale image, whose gray tone varies 
across the plane as gray(z, y), is encoded as a discrete binary image consisting 
of black dots of varying sizes located at the nodes {(ih, " n 3h)}i,j=_N of a lattice 
having a spacing h, so that the size of a dot at a point (z, y) is proportional 
to the value gray(z, y). Such a halftone image when viewed at normal reading 
distance gives the effect of a continuous tone image. 

Besides image encoding, halftoning has also turned out to be an important 
technique for nonlinear image processing. For example, in conjuction with a 
coherent optical system, it was used for analog-to-digital conversion ILl, and for 
a variety of other nonlinear transformations on images [KG, DS]. 

However, there exists another powerful tool for image processing, namely: 
image algebra [HJS] whose connection with hMftoning has not yet been properly 
investigated. The purpose of the present paper is to bridge this gap and to show 
that halftoning has important commutative properties with respect to basic set 
and morphological operations such as union (U), intersection (~), dilation (+), 
and erosion (-) .  It is investigated more closely in the section that follows. 
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2 C o m m u t a t i v e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  h a l f t o n i n g  

Let f x ( x ,  y) be the gray tone distribution of an image X across the plane. Then 
we assume that 

IAo.( , y) = y), y)}, 

and 
fAnB(X, y) = min{fn(x,  y), fB(X, y)} 

respectively. 
Based on these assumptions, we can now state the following two lemmas: 

L e m m a  1. Let HT(X)  be the halftone representation of an image X. 
Then the following relationships hold: 

HT(A U B) = HT(A) U HT(B); 

HT(A n B) = HT(A) A HT(B).  

Proof. Let d[x, y, It] be a dot of the size R located at the point (x, y) which 
satisfies the relationship 

d[x, y, RI~ + d[x, y, R2] = d[x, y, R1 + R~]. 

For example, it can be a circular or rectangular dot. 
Obviously, 

d[x, y, R1] U d[x, y, R2] = d[x, y, max{R1, R~}]; 

d[x, y, R1] n d[x, y, R2] = d[x, y, min{R1, R2}]. 

Since, 

HT(A) = U d[ih, jh, fA(ih, jh)], 
ii 

and 
HT( B) = U d[ih, jh, fB( ih, jh )], 

ij 

then we have: 

HT(A)  U HT(B)  = U{d[ih, jh, fA(ih, jh)] U d[ih, jh, fB(ih, jh)]} = 
ii 

U d[ih, jh, max{fA (ih, jh), fB (ih, jh)}]. 
i1 

Let z = fAuB(X, y) be the equation of the surface bounding A U B. Obviously, 

[ fA(x, y) if fA(X, y) > f.(x, y); 
fAu,(X, Y) = [ f , ( x ,  y) otherwise. - 
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Hence, 
fAUB(Z, y) = max{fA(z, y), f B ( x ,  y)} 

and we can conclude that  

U d[ih, jh, max(& (ih, jh), f s  (ih, jh)}] -- 
ij 

U d[ih, jh, fAuB(X, y)] = HT(A U B). 
ij 

Thus, we obtain that  

HT(A) O HT(B) = HT(A O B). 

The proof that  

is analogous. 

L e m m a 2 .  Let A be 

HT(A N B) = HT(A) n HT(B) 

a step approximation of the image A, i.e. f,,(x,y) = 
A 

/A(ih, jh)  if x ~ (ih - hi2, ih + hi2] and y ~ (jh - hi2, jh  + hi2]. Then the 
following relationship holds: 

HT(A + B) = HT(A) + HT(B) -- HT(A) + HT(B). 

Proof. Due to the definitions introduced in the proof of the previous lemma, we 
have: 

HT(A+ B ) :  Ud[mh, nh, max (f~l(xl, Yl)+ f~(x2, Y2))]. 
Xl-I'~:~=mh 

mn yl+y2=nh 

Let zt e ( ih-h/2,  in+hi2], Yt e ( jh-h/2, jh+h/2],  x2 e (kh-h/2,  kh+h/2], 
and y2 e (lh - hi2, lh + hi2] for some i, j ,  k, I. Then 

f~(Xl, yl)@ f~(x2, y2) = f](ih, jh)+ f=(kh, l h l . B  

Hence, 

max (f=(xl,Yl) + f~(x2, y2)) = m=ax(f~(ih, jh) + f~(kh, lh)). 
X l + X 2  -mmh A 
yl+y2=nh j+l=n 

On other side, 

HT(A) + HT(B) = Ud[ih, jh, f](ih, jh)] +Ud[kh,  lh, f~(kh, lh)] = 
ij kz 

U(a[(i+k)h, (j+Oh, ~(ih, jh)+~(k~, lh)]) = N a[~h,.h, max (I- (~h, J~)+Z-(kh, th))]. 
i.bk---m A B , 

i j k l  . i + l = n  

Hence, 
HT(A) + HT(B) = HT(A + B). 
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It follows from the lemma proved that 

lim HT(A + B) = limo(HT(A ) + HT(B)). 
h....*O 

It can also be shown that 

HT(A - B) = (HT(A) c + HT(B)) ~, 

provided fA(Z, y) ~ fB(Z, y), where A e means the complement of the figure A 
and X - Y means Minkowski difference. 

3 On possible applications of the commutative properties 
of halftoning 

As is known, manipulating 3-dimensional objects is an important problem in 
many practical applications ranging from solid modeling in Computer Aided 
Design to mobile vehicle motion planning amidst obstacles and simulation of 
moving through virtual worlds. Such manipulations of 3-D objects are often 
reduced to performing set operations on them and to computing their Minkowski 
sums and differences (i.e. dilations and erosions respectively). 

However, the latter operations are very time consuming and have, for exam- 
ple, O(NM) time complexity even for 3-D polyhedrons in vector representation, 
where N and M are numbers of vertices of polyhedrons to be intersected, united, 
added, or subtracted [P]. 

That is why during the last decade there was significant interest in imple- 
mentation of these operations optically because these operations on 2-D figures 
can be performed in constant time [CB, CAK, LKKE]. However, it was not clear 
how to implement these operations on 3-D figures optically. 

The commutative properties of halftoning, proven above, show a way to opti- 
cal implementation of set operations and Minkowski additions and subtractions 
on 3-D objects. Specifically, an algorithm for manipulating 3-D objects optically 
in constant time looks as follows: 

Step 1. Encode 3-D objects A and B to be manipulated as 2-D gray scale 
images. Specifically, an object A = {(x, y, z)[z = fa(x, y)} is encoded as 
a planar gray scale image whose gray level at a point (z, y) is equal to 
fa  (x, y). In what follows we denote such a gray scale representation of 
objects A and B as GS(A) and GS(B) repeetively. 
Step 2. Perform halRoning of GS(A) and GS(B) and thereby obtain 
images I-IT(A) and I-IT(B) respectively. 
Step 3. Compute either I'tT(A) U I'IT(B), or I-IT(A) N I'tT(B), or ttT(A)rk 
I'IT(B) depending on the request, and thereby obtain either ttT(A U B), 
or tIT(A ~ B), or some approximation of ItT(A + B) respectively, so 
that approximation of ttT(A-4-B) can be obtained to within any choosen 
in advance degree of accuracy. 
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Step 4. Convert HT(A U B), HT(A [7 B), or HT(A=I:B) into GS(A U B), 
GS(A ~ B), or GS(A q-B) respectively and thereby obtain a planar gray 
scale representation of the results of the above operations on 3-D objects 
A and B. 

Since, the gray scale representation can be converted at Step 2 into the 
halftone representation optically in constant time [B], and, since, the operations 
U, ~,  +, and - on 2-dimensional images at Step 3 can be also performed 
optically in constant time [CB], we obtain: 

Theorem 3. Union, intersection, dilation (Minkowski sum), and erosion (Minkowski 
difference) of two 3-dimensional images can be (approzimately} computed opti- 
cally in constant time to within any degree of accuracy chosen in advance. 

The theorem just stated paves the way to implementation of the 3-D binary 
image algebra optically. 

The commutative properties of halftoning with respect to set and morpho- 
logical operations may also have other applications. 

4 Conclusion 

We investigated the interaction between two important tools for image pro- 
cessing - halftoning and the binary image algebra. We found that halftoning 
commutes with such basic operations of the binary image algebra as union, in- 
tersection, Minkowski sum and difference. It immediately implied the possibility 
of manipulating 3-D images optically in constant time. 

I belive that practical consequences of this marriage of halftoning and the 
binary image algebra will not be too long in coming. 
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